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Raising cigarette-buying age a new strategy in fighting addiction
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CHICAGO — Teens and young adults are likely to stop smoking — or never start — if they have to ask those 21 and
older to buy cigarettes for them.

That’s the premise of research that supports a new plan put forth by Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel last week to
raise the minimum age for buying tobacco.

Experts say the approach is gaining traction around the country after a recent study estimated such laws would
discourage smoking at an age when many people first get addicted. Chicago would join a list of more than 100 cities
nationwide to raise the legal age for buying tobacco from 18 to 21.

Emanuel introduced the legislation in the Chicago City Council Jan. 13. The bill bundles the age provision with tax
hikes on cigars, roll-your-own cigarettes and smokeless tobacco.

“Older smokers have a higher quit rate than younger smokers. Older smokers are more likely to get treatment,” said
Carol Southard, a tobacco treatment specialist at the Osher Center for Integrative Medicine at Northwestern
Medicine. “The literature has been so consistent that if we can (delay) the kid from starting in the first place, or at
least get the kid to stop before they’re 21, we’ve done something significant.”

Most states long ago set the legal tobacco age at 18, but a March 2015 study from the Institute of Medicine in
Washington, D.C., sparked a new look at the issue.

That study concluded that raising the minimum age to 21 would help delay when young adults and adolescents start
using tobacco. Almost 90 percent of adult daily smokers say they began smoking before they were 19, according to
the study.

The researchers’ model predicts that if all states immediately raised the minimum age to 21, there would be a 12
percent decrease in tobacco use among today’s teenagers by the time they become adults.
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